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Stella Guo, Fan Wu and Xiyu Wu are absent with leave 
Tina Zhang: We really got some good news in this morning. Hasty gave us some important 
information. He said they had tried DH5α and it worked worse. He also guess that our copy 
number is too high to get a expected result. Prof. Yang had MG1655 we need eagerly. But some 
time later Prof. Yang told me that he couldn’t find and I asked many professors in School of Life 
Sciences forMG1655. Neither did they have it by hand. If we buy MG1655 it will arrive in four 
days without testing its viability. And we’ll get MG1655 from Taiwan on next Monday. So what’s 
your opinion. 
If the only reason is doubling time then BL21 is supposed to work. But as for uncertain reason and 
limited time we should care for every decision. It will take some time to change backbone . 
Because 101 and 15A can’t existing together, we can mix three kinds of E.coli transformed into 
different single plasmids. So we need to find a proper mixing ratio. 
Chun Tang： Too much higher copy number of EC3 will lower viability of E.coli and this might 

be a important reason for our unexpected results. I think we can lower copy number according 
so Hasty. So what we need to do is changing backbone of ndh. But I found that 101 and 15A 
can’t cowork. So the best way is to do several experiments at the same time. First lower copy 
number, changing the backbone of aiiA. I think what if aiiA with low copy number while gfp 
with high copy number. 

Shengquan Zeng ：If concentration of AiiA is much high we still can’t get expected results. 
Yuzhe Li: First we should make sure plasmids we need to change. 
Xiyu Wu：I’ll do characterization of sfGFP on my own. 
96 well plate will arrive next week and we haven’t found a company selling 384 well plate. 
Mission Arrangement: 
Tang Chun and Shengquan Zeng will find information about how to change backbones and 
compare different backbone of copy numbers.  
Zhaopeng Cheng will work with Tina Zhang to transform sfGFP and EGFP into BL21. Use two 
kind of backbone to EGFP. Then culture bacteria partly while mixing them to observation. 
Besides we still need to work on characterization for every part. Kaiyuan Ni and Mengna Tan will 
do this work. 


